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Women’s Health 

Alternatives in Childbirth 

 
 

1. [Childbirth and Pregnancy, Sexual and Reproductive Health, Midwifery, Birth Planning] Four (4) Issues of 

NAPSAC News (National Association of Parents and Professionals for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth).  

NAPSAC. Marble Hill, Missouri. 1980-1981. Four (4) issues of NAPSAC News (National Association of Parents 

and Professionals for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth), including Vol. 5, Nos. 2-4, and Vol. 6, No.1. Each issue 

delves into a different facet of midwifery and childbirth, and strongly advocates for providing mothers with safe 

birth plans and birthing options outside of traditional hospital settings. Personal stories from parents and 

midwives are included, some rather upsetting and revealing abuse from seemingly  ill-informed male doctors. 

Includes advertising and promotion for childbirth education supplies and much more.   

 

Each issue measures 8.5" by 7", and is approx. 26 pp., with photographic illustrations. Each in original wrappers 

(pink, orange, blue, and yellow).  (#22003874)  $400. 
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A definite bias favoring midwifery and a discomfort with obstetricians. 

 

Very good. Wrappers of Vol. 5, No. 3 sometime reinforced with clear tape. Minor toning. 

Birth Control 

 
 

2. [Public Health, Family Planning and Birth Control] Birth Control Plain Medical information.  Lanteen 

Laboratories, Inc. Chicago and Detroit. 1938. Illustrated booklet advertising Cap Diaphragm and Jelly produced 

by Lanteen Medical Laboratories, in the form of a narrative telling the story of a woman going to her doctor for 

advice. The doctor recommends the diaphragm method of birth control, and the woman "hurries" to her local 

druggist to fill the prescription. Instructions and diagrams for using the product are included, along with pie 

charts showing its effectiveness compared to other forms of birth control, and pricing for Lanteen products. 

Edition information has been included by the publisher, showing how widespread the publication purports to be; 

it claims to be the "thirty-second edition", with supposedly a total of thirty-six million total copies produced, 

according to the booklet. 

 

12mo (6.25" by 4.25"), pp. 22, with in-text illustrations, stapled in original illustrated wrappers. 

(#22003844)  $125. 

 

Very good. Toned, minor wear to extremities, one small tear to first leaf. 
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3. [Sexual Health and Education, Menstrual Health, Birth Control, Douching] Four (4) Feminine Hygiene 

Advertising Booklets - Birth Control. United States. 1937-1965. A grouping of four (4) educational feminine 

hygiene booklets spanning the years 1937 and 1965, produced in America. Each advertises a feminine hygiene or 

birth control product marketed as both gentle and effective, perfect for married and "modern" women. The items 

include: 

 

"Marriage Hygiene. Illustrated Directions. A Modern Method". [Chicago:] Lanteen Laboratories, Inc., 1937. 12mo 

(6.25" by 3.75"), pp. 20 (wrappers inclusive) with in-text illustrations, stapled in original illustrated wrappers. 

Minor toning. Advertises cap diaphragm and other birth control products sold by Lanteen, with illustrated 

directions for use. 

 

"Feminine Hygiene Today". [New York:] Zonite, c.1960. 24mo (4.5" by 3"), pp. 24, with in-text illustrations, stapled 

in original coated illustrated wrappers. Minor toning, wear to wrappers. Advertises Zonite douching products, 

emphasizing the modern educated woman. 

 

"Delfen Vaginal Foam is confidence". Raritan: Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation, 1965. 16mo (4.75" by 3.5"), pp. 

[8], stapled in original illustrated wrappers. Minor toning. Advertises Delfen spermicidal foam, emphasizing its 

efficacy and gentleness, with directions for use. 

 

"Feminine Hygiene". Ashland: The Fautless Rubber Co., c.1965. Tri-fold pamphlet (5.5" by 3" closed) printed in 

blue. Some light toning and sunning. Advertises douche syringe for the "modern woman" with directions for use. 

(#22003558)  $425. 

 

Very good to near-fine. 
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Reproductive Health 

 
4. [Sexual Health and Education] The Digest of Hygiene for "Mother and Daughter" - for women and growing 

girls, which completely covers the field of sex hygiene. M.A. Horn Hygienic Productions. Wilmington, Ohio. 

1948. "No Substitute for Common Sense!" is the frank message that greets the reader of this digest "for women 

and growing girls, which completely covers the field of sex hygiene" (title-page). The booklet aims to be 

comprehensive, and includes lengthy chapters discussing topics such as: the "Difficult Age of Puberty"; 

"Treatment for the Habit of Masturbation"; an overview of male and female sex organs and anatomy; menopause; 

"Making a Success of Married Life"; "Should You Bear More Children?"; "Causes of Frigidity in Women"; and 

"Abortions are Very Dangerous". Includes charts detailing ovulation and the rhythmic method, as well as 

diagrams of male and female reproductive organs. Twenty-nine (29) topics discussed.  

 

8vo (9" by 6"), pp. 91, [5], with in-text illustrations. Stapled in original printed wrappers. (#22003459) $225. 

 

Good. Toned, minor short tears or chipping. 

 

5. [Public Health, Sexual Health and Education] To Womanhood for Girls in the 

Teens. Anabel Cadwallader N.J. State Department of Health [and] U.S. Public 

Health Service. [Trenton, New Jersey]. c.1953. A booklet for teenage girls 

produced by the New Jersey State Department of Health in an effort to educate 

young women about puberty, sex, and parenthood. Topics covered include 

menstruation, parenthood, modesty, sexually transmitted diseases, and how 

alcohol can affect decision making. Topics include The Need for Proprieties, A 

Physiology Lesson, Menstruation, The Hygiene of Menstruation, Parenthood a 

Partnership, From Plants to Mammals, Choosing the Best Things and more. 

 

16mo (7.25" by 3.75"), pp. 16, stapled in original illustrated wrappers.

 (#22003576)  $125. 

 

Good to very good. Toned, one unobtrusive small hole in upper wrapper. 
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6. [Sexual Health and Education, Public Health] The Miracle of You: What it Means to Be a Girl.  Kotex. United 

States. 1968. First in a series of six educational booklets for girls and young women on puberty, sexual and 

reproductive health, published by Kotex as "The Life Cycle Library". This issue, "The Miracle of You", gives its 

reader a general overview of menstruation, reproduction, and how bodies change during puberty. Includes a 

sample calendar for tracking one's menstrual cycle, as well as directions for how to use Kotex sanitary napkins 

and belts. 12mo (7.75" by 5.25"), pp. 20, with in-text illustrations, stapled in original illustrated pink wrappers. 

(#22003670)  $125. 

 

Near-fine. 

 

7. [Menopause, Sexual Health and Education] For the Woman Approaching Menopause.  Bristol-Myers Squibb 

Company. Princeton, New Jersey. 1985. An educational booklet for women approaching menopause. Includes a 

general overview, along with more detailed 

information about its physical, psychological, and 

emotional symptoms and effects. It closes with a 

description of how to manage symptoms medically. 

Interestingly, the booklet has a section titled 

"Menopause and the Single Woman", which notes 

that "An increasing number of menopausal women 

live alone" and that, though they may not have a 

partner to bear some of the burden of menopause, 

they also do "not have to deal with the added 

burden of a spouse who is also coming to grips 

with aging" (p. 39). Contents includes For the 

Woman Approaching Menopause, An 

Understanding of Menopause, Physical Symptoms 

of Menopause, Psychologic and Emotional 

Symptoms, Menopause and Related Issues, Medical 

Management of Symptoms and Some Closing 

Remarks.  An interesting window into the changing 

social norms and gender roles of the 1980s. Oblong 12mo (5.25" by 6"), pp. 54, stapled in original illustrated 

wrappers. 

(#22003746)  $150. 

 

Corners bumped, else fine. 
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8. [Estrogen, Hormone Therapy, Women's Health, Misogyny, Medicine] Premarin 

Replacement Estrogen Therapy - Preventing Women from Becoming 

"Defeminized" after Menopause. Ayerst Laboratories. New York. 1965. 

Promotional pamphlet for Premarin Replacement Estrogen Therapy, intended "for 

relief of menopausal distress and management of postmenopausal disorders" 

(upper wrapper). Includes a photograph of a "defeminized" woman (i.e. post-

menopausal) and a "complete" woman (i.e. post-menopausal with hormone 

therapy), as well as photographs showing typical vaginal smear results. Dosage and 

results from drug trials included. Original bright orange wrappers (5" by 3.5"), 8 pp.

  (#21001223)  $125. 

 

Fine. 

 

 

 

 

Sex Education 

   
9. [Sexual Health and Education, Public Health] Some Information for Mother. John Palmer Gavit American Social 

Hygiene Association. New York, New York. 1939. Printed sex education pamphlet distributed by the New Jersey 

State Department of Health titled "Some Information for Mother". Penned by a man, the book presents itself in the 

form of a story in which a humble fisherman explains the birds and the bees to a professor's children using 

exclusively nature metaphors. Presumably, it is meant to be a guide for mothers on how to approach the topic of 

sex with their young children. It purports to be the ninth printing, with the first in 1914. 

 

16mo (6.25" by 3.5"), pp. 16, with in-text illustrations, stapled in original printed wrappers.   (#22003445) $150. 

 

Very good. Minor toning, short tear to lower foot of spine, a little rubbed at extremities. 
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10. [Douching, History of Hygiene, Sexual Health, Modern Women] Why Haven't We Women Been Told This 

Thing Before?  Mon Docteur Importing Co. Middlefield, Connecticut. 1931. Illustrated booklet advertising the 

Complete Dainty Maid Outfit, a medicated douching system produced by the Mon Docteur Importing Co. 

Includes detailed product information and a diagram illustrating proper use. Marketed to "modern women", the 

booklet emphasizes the importance of women becoming informed about their own health and sexual wellness: 

"[The] fashion of sex ignorance is gone. Today the woman who doesn't know how to protect herself against 

disease is either pitied or despised. She is pitied if she has not had an opportunity to hear sex truths; she is 

despised if she has refused to grasp the chance to hear [about it]." 12mo (6.25" by 3.5"), pp. [12], with in-text 

illustrations, stapled in original illustrated wrappers.  (#22003890)  $175. 

 

Very good. Minor toning, dust soiling, wear to extremities. 

 

 
11. [Sexual Health and Education, Puberty, Pedagogy] Adolescence and Sex Education: An Exhibit for High School 

Teachers.  The United States Public Health Service. Washington, D.C. [1922]. Parts I -  III  of the Adolescence and 

Sex Education; An Exhibit for High School Teachers including 

  

Part I - The Problems of Adolescence 

Part II - The Fruits of Ignorance 

Part III - The Scope of Sex Education 
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Includes twenty (20) large illustrated display cards (complete set calls for thirty-four).   Each card illustrates a 

different facet of adolescence and sexual development pedagogy, and are grouped into five categories. The cards 

address a wide range of topics within these categories ranging from "Sex Delinquency" and "Venereal Diseases" to 

"Puberty" and "Self Control". Includes a card for "Illegitimacy" which states that "This condition is another 

symptom of defective social adjustment"; according to this authority, it is the teacher's duty to steer one's pupils 

away from such "delinquencies". Emphasizes the importance of informed young people, and that "Boys should be 

told about quack literature and advertisements" (it is unclear why girls should not be taught about quack 

literature and advertisements). Each chromolithographed card measures approx. 12" by 9"; versos blank. Artwork 

by Louise Larned (1890-1972). 

 

 "Sex Education in the Courses of Study"; and "The Teacher and His Training" the final two sections are lacking. 

(#22003510)  $450. 

 

Very good. Some toning and dust soiling. Corners a little bumped or worn. A couple small water stains. 

 

Health and Wellness 
 

 
 

12. [Health and wellness, exercise] Health by Exercise without Apparatus. Prof. Hartvig Nissen Decker and 

Company. Washinton, D.C. 1885. A pocket-sized guide to exercise by Hartvig Nissen (1857-1924), a Norwegian 

gymnast who brought Swedish gymnastics and exercise to the United States. He begins the volume by asserting 

the importance of physical activity to one's happiness, and outlines the strengths of the German and Swedish 

"systems" of exercise, and how they informed his own. He follows the discussion with examples of exercises. 

Unlike fitness today, which is heavily reliant on cardio and weight-bearing exercises, Nissen's system focuses 

almost exclusively on calisthenics. The book provides diagrams illustrating proper posture and positioning, 

alongside descriptions of each movement. |12mo (5.75" by 4.25"), pp. 31, [1], with in-text illustrations. 

Stereotyped by Alfred Mudge & Son of Boston. In original publisher's red boards stamped in black. 

(#21000889)  $75. 

 

Very good; some dust soiling to boards. 
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13. [Food Science, Nutrition, Body Image] How to Gain Weight. Martin W. Pretorius The Food Chemistry 

Educational Institute. Hollywood, California. 1933. A brief science-based pocket guide to gaining weight for those 

who "are thin because of their chemical makeup" (p. 4). Includes detailed descriptions of how digestion and 

exercise can affect weight, and offers a dietary regime with recipes. Organizes foods into different "classes" to aid 

in meal planning for weight gain.  Subjects include Exercise,  The Skin Activating Bath, Intestinal Regulators, 

Camps, Hot Epsom Salts Pack, Restrictions, Severe Reactions, etc.  Also include a number of recipes with unusual 

suggestions as never drinking water; only fruit juices and vegetable cocktails.  Contemporary pencil annotations 

throughout show that this particular copy was used religiously and consulted carefully by someone. 

 

12mo (6" by 4.25"), pp. 24, stapled in original printed textured brown wrappers. Contemporary pencil 

annotations.  (#22003895)  $150. 

 

Very good. Toned, minor wear to extremities. One or two minor closed short tears. 

 

 

 

14. [Lingerie and Undergarments, Body Image, Corsets] Every Woman's Problem- Her Figure.  The Spencer Corset 

Company, Inc. New Haven, Connecticut. 1934. Photo-illustrated booklet advertising Spencer brand corsets, 

beginning with a strong claim: "You can read this booklet in 4 [and] 5/8 minutes-- yet it will make possible to you 

years of beauty, health and happiness!" (p. [1]). The booklet claims that Spencer products give firm support, 
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correct posture, and even treat headache, indigestion, backache, and fatigue; similarly, it provides ideal support 

for those with hernias, sprains, "movable kidney", and for wear during pregnancy. Includes an "X-Ray of a 

Dropped Stomach Before and After a Spencer was Worn", which appears to show improvement, though the 

corset is clearly visible in the X-Ray, making the claim questionable. Information on figure flaws including 

Fatigue Type, High Full Abdomen, Pendulous Abdomen, Roll of Flesh over top of corset, Spreading Hips, 

Bulging Diaphragm, Full Back Type and finally  Lordosis Type.   Square 16mo (6" by 4.75"), pp. [16] with in-text 

photo illustrations, stapled in original printed blue wrappers. Ink stamp of sales agent (Mrs. Malfrid Ellison) to 

lower wrapper.  (#22003222)  $150. 

 

The founder of the company, Dorothea Allen (d.1990), was a notorious recluse who, after her death, was discovered 

to have changed her name to obscure her working class origins. Photographs and documents in the house had been 

destroyed, presumably to prevent her true identity from being discovered. 

 

Very good. Minor toning. Wrappers rubbed, edges lightly sunned. 

 

Prevention & Early Detection 
 

   
 

15. [Public Health, Uterine Cancer] Stay Healthy! Learn About Uterine Cancer.  American Cancer Society. Silver 

Spring, Maryland. c.1975. "Stay Healthy!" and "Know Cancer's Warning Signals!" urges this photo-illustrated 

folding pamphlet (7.25" by 3.25" folded) in four panels produced by the American Cancer Society. Includes 

detailed information on what uterine cancer is, who is susceptible to it, and how Pap tests work. Includes black 

ink stamp of the American Cancer Society on the final panel.  (#22003773)  $85. 

 

Fine. 
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16. [Public Health, Breast Cancer] How to Examine Your Breasts.  American Cancer Society. Silver Spring, Maryland. 

c.1975. Printed tri-fold pamphlet (9" by 3.75" folded) with an illustrated three-step guide to performing a self 

breast exam. Encourages the reader to perform a self examination monthly, and details warning signs and what 

to do if a lump is located. Includes black ink stamp of the American Cancer Society on the final panel. 

(#22003997)  $85. 

 

Fine. 

Human Anatomy  
 

 
 

17. [Human Anatomy, Medical Education] Blakiston's Sectional Manikins with Images to Dissect.  P. Blakiston's 

Son & Co. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1905. An educational book of human anatomy for medical students, with 

chromolithographed illustrations. Each illustration is comprised of several layers so that the reader may lift 

different layers to discover different aspects of human anatomy. Divided into twelve sections, it includes the 

following "manikins": Head; Oral Cavity with the Pharynx and Larynx; Eye; Foot; Hand; Liver; Kidney; Stomach; 

Nose; Ear; Lungs; and Heart. 
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8vo (8.25" by 5.75"), pp. [24], with chromolithographed illustrations tipped-in. Stapled in original printed beige 

cloth backed in cream-colored cloth. Early ownership signature of Charles D. Bartlett to upper wrapper. 

(#22006894)  $350. 

 

Very good. Some wear to extremities, dust soiling, toning. One or two layers starting to come loose, with one already 

separated (part of "The Head"). Tape repair to one leaf. Wrappers loosening from text block. One (1)  small piece 

detached but present. 

Diet & Nutrition 
 

 
 

18. [medicine, constipation, food & wine, cereal, all bran] A New Way of Living : Come Over to the Sunny Side of 

Life, No. 233.  Kellogg Company. Battle Creek, MI. 1932. A short booklet produced by the Kellogg Company in 

order to promote the use of their All Bran cereal as a means of helping with constipation. According to them, 

constipation "is so insidious. It gains a foothold before the person realizes what is wrong", but through the use of 

All Bran and following the provided instructions the booklet teaches people "how to preserve vitality; how to 

maintain enthusiasm and energy; how to get the most our of life because of the physical ability to enjoy it." The 

booklet is divided up into ten (10) chapters which informs the reader on constipation, the nutritional value of 

bran and provides several recipes involving bran for breakfast, lunch and dinner. There are small colorful 

illustrations throughout the text. 32 pgs. Illustrated wrapper. Staple binding. OCLC 41 (February 2021). Measures 

7.5" by  5.5".  (#20200822)  $95. 

 

General wear due to age.  

 

 
19. [health & welfare, nutrition, dental health, medicine, educational] Food - The Teeth and Health.  Department of 

Health & Board of Education. New York City, NY. [1930]. This booklet  was provided to parents of students in the 
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New York City School System, as a means of education them and their children on proper dental health and 

nutrition. It was intended for students older than Pre K and was meant as a "ready reference book" to "assist the 

mother in understanding certain of the outstanding food requirements for the health of her children". The booklet 

starts off with a list of acknowledgments, mainly consisting of doctors who helped with the booklet. Next comes a 

table of contents, detailing how the booklet had been divided up into six parts: 'Some General Information About 

Food', "Children's Three Best Friends in the Food Army', 'Healthy Teeth -- And What Makes Them That Way', 

'The Art of Eating', 'In the Name of Common Sense', and 'In Conclusion'. The front cover features a color 

illustration of a young boy being fed, while the back cover has a color illustration of a large crowd of children 

being led through a castle gate with the inscription "The world moves forward on the feet of the little children." 

Additionally, nearly every page throughout the booklet has at least one color illustration. Printer: M. B. Brown 

Printing & Binding Co. 30 pgs. Illustrated wrappers. Staple binding. OCLC 4 (February 2021). Measures 9" by 6". 

(#29001038)  $125. 

 

General wear and toning due to age Back cover has crease fold with minor separation along fold.  

Patent Medicine 
 

 
 

20. [advertising, medicine, corn remover, foreign language, German, Spanish, Portuguese] National Corn Remover, 

Instructions and Remover.  Criswell Chemical Company. Washington, DC. [1916]. The "National Corn Remover" 

worked on corns, warts, and calluses, and was as "simple as court plaster" to use. The corn remover was 

essentially a treated plaster bandage that one applied to the corn after soaking it in warm water. Included is the 

remover plaster bandage itself, instructions, and storing envelope. Depicted both on the envelope and the plaster 

bandage is a black and white image of a crow picking at a field. The provided instructions are written in four 

different languages; English, German, Spanish, and Portuguese. The product was produced by the Criswell 

Chemical Company, which was founded by Francis McClure Criswell (1858-1939), who also owned his own 

pharmacy in Washington, D.C. Based on newspaper records, the company was established in 1897, and appears 
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to have folded in the late 1910s. During that time, there are only a few newspaper advertisements for the National 

Corn Remover produced by the company, and all of the are in 1916.  Three items: Double sided envelope, plaster 

bandage with printed text on one side, and single sided instruction sheet. Measures 3 1/2" by 2 1/4" (envelope), 2 

1/4" x 1 1/2" (bandage), and 16 1/2" by 3" (instructions).  (#20200343)  $75. 

 

General wear. The text on the bandage is faded in some sections. Letter folds on instruction sheet, along with residue 

on backside due to bandage. 

 

 
 

21. [antacid, advertisement, health & welfare, medicine] Al-Caroid The Ideal Antacid Advertisement.  Carter, 

Cummings, & Co. Toronto, Canada. c1920. An advertisement for Al-Caroid, which was an antacid containing the 

vegetable digestive ferment caroid. One side of the ad has a color illustration depicting the antacid being mixed 

into a class of water, with the caption "flavor unusually pleasing, no sickly alkaline taste". The mediation 

supposedly helped with gastric distress, cyclic vomiting, morning sickness, hyperacidity, sour stomach, and 

flatulence. At the base of the ad are instructions for use and two color illustrations of the antacid in a cans. The 

other side of the ad depicts a women in black & white, and states "Litmus paper red often means Danger Ahead 

in many disorders." The ad was asking women to check the PH of their urine using litmus paper, and if it turned 

red, it might be caused by or a sign of "diabetes, arthritis, pregnancy, dermatoses, common cold, kidney 

disorders, or pre and post operative acidosis." In order to fix this one could take a teaspoon every two or three 

hours until the litmus paper was no longer turning red in one's urine. Single page, double sided. Measures 10 

3/4" by 3 1/2".  (#20205738)  $125. 

 

General wear. Crease folds.  
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22. [Diet and nutrition, healthy habits, advertisements] Keep Fit Eat Magic Yeast for Health and Good Digestion. 

1920s. Colorful advertising pamphlet for Magic Yeast, a "corrective food" that "relieves constipation and removes 

the causes of boils, pimples, auto-intoxication, etc." Marketed towards women and housewives, it includes 

testimonials from women who used and benefitted from Magic Yeast, as well as recipes using the product 

(Parkerhouse Rolls, White Bread, Root Beer, and Ginger Ale). It can also be "eaten dry like a cracker" or soaked in 

a glass of water, which sounds slightly less appealing. |Folding pamphlet (4.75" by 3.5" folded, 4.75" by 10.25" 

unfolded").  (#21000266)  $100. 

 

Note the advertising indicates that women who use Magic Yeast are active and healthy. 

Very fine. 

 

Disease & Health  
 

 
23. [Women's Heath, Medicine, Cancer, Advertising] Women and Cancer, 1927 - 1946.  [Various]. [Various]. 1927-

1946. A grouping of four (4) items relating to cancer in women. The items, ranging in date from 1927 until 1946, 

are marketed towards adult women and discuss breast self-examination and misnomers about the disease. One 

pamphlet is marketed towards healthcare providers, and advertises proprietary equipment for treating breast 

and cervical cancer. The items include: 

 

An illustrated pamphlet published by The Radium Emanation Corporation titled For the Gynecologist Urologist 

Surgeon [and] General Practitioner (New York, 1927). Discusses the applications of its proprietary equipment and 
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radiation "seeds" in treating cancer of the cervix, bladder, breast, etc. 7.25" by 3.75", [10] pp.; 

 

Cancer Facts for Women (Grand Rapids: American Cancer Society, [1940s]), answering common questions: Is 

Cancer Important in Women? What is Cancer? How Do Women Know Cancer is Present? Is it Preventable? Small 

4to bifolium (7" by 5.5"); 

 

A folding pamphlet with diagrams demonstrating breast self-examination (Washington: American Cancer 

Society, [1940s]). Measures 6" by 2.75" folded, 6" by 11" unfolded; 

 

And: Marshino, Ora. Cancer of the Breast. American Cancer Society, 1946. A pamphlet giving an overview of the 

causes, diagnosis, and treatment of breast cancer in women. Stapled in original printed wrappers (5.75" by 3.5"), 

[16] pp.  (#21003674)  $350. 

 

Very good to fine; some light dust soiling. 

 
 

24. [Colonics, Health and wellness, Public health, women's health, constipation] The What The Why The Way of 

Internal Baths.  Tyrrell's Hygienic Institute. New York. 1916. Photographically illustrated booklet promoting 

"Internal Baths", i.e. colonics, and advertising the J.B.L. Cascade treatment. Disease the treatment purports to treat 

or cure include appendicitis, eczema, indigestion, mental distress, obesity, painful childbirth, and "that tired 

feeling", among other afflictions. Includes several pages of testimonials from doctors, housewives, and even 

celebrities like Lillian Russell (p. 31). Includes an advert for Castle Springs Open Air Sanatorium in California (p. 

36), which uses the treatment, as well as a list of doctors and institutions in the rear that also use the product. 

|8vo (7.75" by 5.25"), pp. 64, stapled in original illustrated wrappers.  (#20001554)  $185. 

 

Fine. Some dust soiling to wrappers. 

 

Opticians 
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25. [Optician, Billhead, Medical Technology] Optician Illustrated Billhead Promoting Crystal Lenses. Kellam & 

Moore, Opticians. Atlanta, GA. 1899. A 5.5" by 8.25" billhead with a woodcut at top depicting an optician holding 

a phoropter and a pair of spectacles. Bought of Kellam & Moore Opticians, Manufacturers of Crystal Lenses, 

Spectacles and Eye-glasses, Jobbers of Mathematical & Philosophical Instruments, Opera Glasses, U.S. Signal 

Service, Field & Marine Glasses, Etc. "The Only Lens Grinding Plant in the South". This particular bill is for eye-

glasses - priced at $12.15. Reverse is blank.  (#29001265)  $75. 

 

 
 

26. [Optician, Advertising and Promotion, Eye Chart] Two (2) Leaflet Promotional Eye Charts Presented by 

Rochester NY Optician. A.D. Haines. Rochester, NY. [1930]. Two (2) different 8.75" by 4.25" promotional flyers 

presented by Dr. A. D. Haines, Eye and Ear Specialist.  Each titled Test Your Eyes! with a different graphic at top 

to quickly determine the need to seek the care of an eye specialist. One also has a sentence of fine print to 

determine the need for reading glasses.   This is followed by different witty promotional verses encouraging 

individuals to have a  their eyes tested free by Dr. Haines. The reverse again with different messaging - one 

further describes his practice and assurances and the other discusses astigmatism.     (#28001547)  $100. 

 

Corner chip. Toning top margin 
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etc.  

     
 

 

27. [Women's Health, Sanitariums, Surgery] Typewritten Letter from Doctor at a Women's Sanitarium in Rome, 

Georgia. Rome, Georgia. 1891. A typewritten letter on illustrated letterhead (10.75" by 8.5") from the office of Dr. 

J.B.S. Holmes, owner of the Holmes Private Sanitarium for Diseases of Women in Rome, Georgia. Dr. Holmes was 

a surgeon specializing in women's health and opened his Sanitarium on October 1, 1891, just days before sending 

this letter. It only lasted just over a year; on January 26, 1893, the Sanitarium was burned to the ground, causing 

much sensation in the press. Here, Dr. Holmes is promoting his institution to a fellow doctor. The verso has been 

lithographed with a detailed floor plan of the Sanitarium's facilities.   (#22000393)  $200. 

 

Fine. One or two small holes, touching but not affecting text. 
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It’s all about the Children 
 

 

Materials in this section will always be about the children… 

 
28. [Parenting, General Electric] Parent! Your Child's Health Growth [and] Future Depend Upon These Things.  

General Electric. United States. c.1932. An informational pamphlet with parenting tips, advertising General 

Electric Sunlamps. Includes transcriptions of 4 (four) separate radio ads broadcast "Over Through the Facilities of 

Radio Station WEAF, New York, and Affiliated Stations" (p. 5) by Lee Lloyd, advertising GE's lamps:  "I see 

developing, a higher national standard of physical manhood and womanhood. The fine thing about it, of course, 

is that General Electric Sunlamps are now within the reach of every family, every mother, every baby" (p. 14). 

 

12mo (6.25" by 3.25"), pp. 14, stapled in original photo-illustrated wrappers. Ink stamp of agent to lower wrapper 

(Universal Electric Company Wholesale Peoria Illinois).  (#22003772)  $85. 

 

Very good to near-fine. Minor toning, edge wear. 
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29. [Public Health, Parenting, Working Mothers] "Day Care: A Guide for Mothers Who Work".  Texas State Dept. of 

Public Welfare. . 1959. An educational booklet for mothers published in 1959 with information about choosing the 

best day care for a child. 

 

"Day Care: A Guide for Mothers Who Work". [Austin:] Texas State Department of Public Welfare, 1959. 8vo (8.5" 

by 5.5"), pp. 16, wrappers inclusive, with in-text illustrations, stapled in original illustrated wrappers. Some 

spotting. A mother's guide to choosing the right type of child care for her child depending on age, with tips on 

how to help children prepare for and adjust to the change. Ends with a section titled "Mother, Check Yourself!" 

which urges mothers to be vigilant and use common sense when approaching day care problems. Topics include 

Family Type Care, Group Type Care, About the Buildings and Grounds, Admission Procedures, Preparing your 

Child for Day Care and Is your Child adjusted to Day Care? (#22003909)  $75. 

 

Very good. Minor toning. 

 

   
30. [medicine, Diphtheria, Inoculation, health & welfare, transportation, train, train ticket] Train Ticket to No-

Diphtheria-Town on the Health Road, An Inoculation Certificate.  Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. New 

York, NY. 1926. A train ticket to "No-Diphtheria-Town", which was fun way for a child to keep track of the four 

treatments needed to inoculation them against diphtheria. The front of the card has a black and white illustration 

of a train, and the inside is the 'health ticket' needed to 'ride the train'. In keeping with this train travel theme, the 

physician who would administer the antitoxin inoculation was referred to as the Conductor, and the ticket 

unfolds to reveal the four different "stations" the traveler would stop at to receive each treatment. Each stop 

provided a bit of information on that treatment step and had a space to fill in the date. This card belonged to 

Anna E. Stover (1918-1988), a seven year old from Mifflinburg, PA, who was inoculation in December 1926. The 

last "station" has not been filled out with the date of treatment, but the rest have been. Printed on pink card. 

Double sided with five-part fold out. OCLC 1 (Feb. 2021). Measures 4.25" by 3.5" (ticket card, folded), 6.5" by 4.25" 

(ticket card, unfolded), 13" x 2.75" (fold out section).  (#21004409)  $175. 

 

Anna Elizabeth Stover was born on February 18, 1918, to George R. Stover (1897-1980) and Sabra L. Bogar (1896-

1987) in Mifflinburg, PA. She married Herbert Joseph Rockwell Jr. (1913-1984) on April 3, 1939 in Wilmington, 

DE, and had two children: Herbert J Rockwell III (1940-?) and Michael J. Rockwell (?-?). She worked as a nurse in 

Mifflinburg, PA. She died on February 2, 1988. 

General wear due to age.  
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31. [Public Health, Vaccination, Parenting, Working Mothers] "Why All These Shots?" A Guide for Parents on 

Childhood Diseases.  The National Drug Co. Philadelphia, PA. 1962. An educational booklets for parents with 

information  about the importance of vaccination.  

 

"Why All These Shots?" Philadelphia: The National Drug Co., 1962. 12mo (7" by 5"), pp. 22, with in-text 

illustrations, stapled in original illustrated wrappers. Minor toning or dust soiling. An educational booklet for 

mothers explaining the necessity of vaccination in babies and small children. Includes information on fourteen 

(14) different illnesses: Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis, Poliomyelitis, Influenza, Chickenpox, Measles, Mumps, 

Brucellosis, Cholera, Rabies, Tuberculosis, Typhoid Fever, and Yellow Fever. Also features a blank immunization 

record in the rear to keep track of your child's shots.  (#22003910)  $110. 

 

Very good. Minor toning. 
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Thank you for looking.  

 

Sheryl Jaeger & Ralph Gallo 

Eclectibles 

ephemera@eclectibles.com 

860-872-7587 

 

Terms 

 

• All items are guaranteed as described and may be returned, with prior notice, within ten days.  

• All items subject to prior sale.  

• Connecticut residents will be charged 6.35% sales tax. We accept VISA, Mastercard, American Express, money 

orders and checks for US Dollars drawn on a US bank. Usual courtesies to the trade. Libraries may be billed to 

suit their budgetary requirements.  

• Shipping costs are additional and will be calculated at the time of purchase.  

• Domestic: USPS first class is our standard shipping method for domestic packages. Other mailing services, 

USPS Express or Priority Mail, and FedEx are available upon request.  

• International: USPS is our preferred shipping method. 

 

 

Member: ABAA, ILAB, Ephemera Society, Appraisers Association of America, Manuscript Society 
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